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Summary We consider Runge�Kutta methods applied to delay dif�
ferential equations y��t� � ay�t� � by�t� �� with real a and b� If the
numerical solution tends to zero whenever the exact solution does�
the method is called �����stable� Using the theory of order stars we
characterize high�order symmetric methods with this property� In
particular� we prove that all Gauss methods are �����stable� Further�
more� we present su	cient conditions and we give evidence that also
the Radau methods are �����stable� We conclude this article with
some comments on the case where a and b are complex numbers�

Mathematics Subject Classi�cation ������� 
�L��

� Introduction

In this work we study asymptotic stability properties of one�step
methods when applied to the linear problem

y��t� � a y�t� � b y�t� ��� ���

where a� b � R and y�t� � g�t� on ��� ��� By looking at solutions of
the form y�t� � e�t we are led to the characteristic equation

� � a� b e��� ���

A Fourier�like analysis Wri�
� �see also BC
��� then shows that the
set of pairs �a� b�� for which the solution y�t� of ��� tends to � for
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Fig� �� The set �� �left picture� together with the curves separating sets with
di�erent numbers of roots in the right half�plane� the right picture shows the set
�m for m �  corresponding to the trapezoidal rule �Example ��

t��� is given by

�� � f�a� b� � all roots of ��� satisfy �� � � g ���

�see left picture of Fig� ��� This set is bounded to the right by the
straight line a� b � � and by the transcendental curve a � � cot��
b � ��� sin� for � � ��� ��� It can be written as �� � �� � ��
where �� is the cone given by a� jbj � � and

� � f�a� b� � jaj � �b and
p
b� � a� � arccos��a�b� g ���

�see Hay����� From this representation �� is seen to be star�shaped
with respect to the origin� The intensity of grey in Fig� � �left picture�
indicates the increasing number of roots of ��� in the right half�plane�

If we apply a Runge�Kutta method with constant stepsize h �

��m to ���� it is natural to use the internal stage value g
�n�m�
i as an

approximation to y�tn � cih� ��� Hence� we consider the method

g
�n�
i � yn � h

sX
j��

aij
�
a g

�n�
j � b g

�n�m�
j

�

yn�� � yn � h
sX

i��

bi
�
a g

�n�
i � b g

�n�m�
i

�
�

���

For a stability analysis of this method� Zen�
� pointed out that it is
su	cient to look at numerical approximations of the form yn � 	ny��

g
�n�
i � 	ngi� so that we are led to the characteristic equation

	 � R�z�� z �
�

m

�
a� b 	�m

�
� �
�
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where R�z� is the stability function of the method �see for exam�
ple HW�
� Sect� IV����� The numerical solution of ��� is therefore
asymptotically stable� if and only if j	j � � whenever 	 satis�es �
��
We denote

�m � f�a� b� � all roots 	 of �
� satisfy j	j � � g� ���

It is natural to study the question whether �� � �m for all m � ��
a property called �����stability in Gug����

Among the publications addressing this question let us mention
Wie�
�HS���AM���BMR�
�Gug���Gug���� Many authors consider
complex�valued �a� b� and they restrict their analysis to the cone
�a � �jbj �see Bar����� In this case� A�stability is necessary and
su	cient for stability Zen�
��

This paper is organized as follows� In Sect� � we explain the use of
the root locus curve and at two examples we illustrate the techniques
used in this paper� In Sect� � we discuss necessary stability conditions
arising from a local analysis� In the main part of this paper �Sect� ���
we study the �����stability of symmetric Runge�Kutta methods with
the help of order stars� and we prove that the Gauss methods �unique
methods of order p � �s� all satisfy this property� The Radau meth�
ods are discussed in Sect� �� Although their stability region seems to
be larger than for the Gauss methods� the proof of �����stability is
more complicated� We present a proof for s � � and we give evidence
for larger s� Sect� 
 contains some comments concerning the case of
complex�valued a and b in the test equation ����

� Use of the root locus curve

In order to prove �� � �m it is useful to apply the so�called root
locus technique BP���� Since z of �
� depends continuously on a and
b �for R�z� � P �z��Q�z� it is the root of the polynomial equation
P �z�m�mz � a�� bQ�z�m � ��� also 	 � R�z� depends continuously
on a and b� Therefore� it is su	cient to prove that the values of
�a� b� satisfying �
� with j	j � � lie all outside the analytical stability
region ���

Lemma � Suppose that the stability domain S � fz � jR�z�j � �g
is connected� let z�t� � x�t� � iy�t� for t � ��c� c� be a smooth
parametrization of 
S such that z��t� � �z�t�� z��� � �� and let
z�t� be oriented such that S lies to the left� Furthermore� let ��t� be
the argument of R�z�t���

R�z�t�� � ei��t�� ���
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in such a way that ���� � � and ��t� is continuous� Then� the func�
tion ��t� is strictly monotonically increasing and it satis�es ���t� �
���t� and limt�c ��t� � s�� where s is the number of poles of R�z��

Proof This result follows from the proof of Lemma IV���� in HW�
��
We write R�x � iy� � r�x� y�ei��x�y� and we let a � �x��t�� y��t�� be
the tangent vector to z�t� and n � �y��t���x��t�� the exterior normal
vector� Since jR�x�iy�j � � inside S and jR�x�iy�j � � outside S� it
holds 
�log r��
n � �� By the Cauchy�Riemann di�erential equations
this implies 
��
a � � on 
S� with strict inequality except at a

�nite number of points because R��z�t��z��t� � iR�z�t�����a �z�t��� This
proves the monotonicity of ��t�� The antisymmetry of ��t� follows
from the fact that the coe	cients of R�z� are real� and the third
statement is a consequence of the principle of the argument� ut
Example � In this article we mainly consider Pad�e�approximations to
the exponential function �see HW�
� Sect� IV����� They are de�ned
by Rs�j�s�z� � Ps�j�s�z��Qs�j�s�z�� where

Pk��z� � � �
k

�� k
z � � � � �

k�k � �� � � � �

��� k� � � � ��� ��

zk

k�
���

and Qk��z� � P�k��z�� Fig� � �left picture� illustrates Lemma � for
the ��stage diagonal Pad�e�approximation R���z�� Its stability domain
is the negative half�plane� We see that the argument � �indicated by
arrows� is an increasing function of y and it makes ��� rotations for
y between � and ��

In order to study the values of �a� b� for which j	j � � in �
�� we
insert z � x � iy and 	 � ei� and we separate real and imaginary
parts� This yields

mx � a� b cos�m��� my � �b sin�m���

For x � y � � � � we get the straight line a � b � � �as for the
analytic stability region� see Fig� ��� If sin�m�� � � and y � � �this
typically happens for � � s��� we get another straight line a	b � mx�
For � � � � s� we obtain the curve

am��� � my cot�m�� �mx� bm��� � �my� sin�m��� ����

which passes through in�nity when m� is an integer multiple of ��
Often it is advantageous to compare the values �am� bm� to those

of ��� which correspond to � � im�� de�ning the root locus for the
true solution� They are given by

a��m�� � m� cot�m��� b��m�� � �m�� sin�m���
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Fig� �� Stability domain �left� and order star �right� of the ��stage diagonal
Pad�e�approximation R���z�

Only for � � m� � � the point �a�� b�� is on the boundary of ���
For m� � � it lies on a curve that separates regions with di�erent
numbers of roots of ��� in the right half�plane �Fig� �� left picture��
Comparing the above formulas for �am� bm� and �a�� b��� yields the
representation

am��� �
y

�
a��m�� �mx� bm��� �

y

�
b��m��� ����

which will be fundamental in our stability analysis�

Example 	 For the rational function

R�z� �
� � z��

�� z��
�
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which corresponds to the trapezoidal rule or to the implicit midpoint
rule� we consider the parametrization x��� � � and y��� � � tan�����
in order to get R�x� iy� � ei�� In this case we have y��� � � for all
� � ��� ��� Since x��� � � and the set �� is star�shaped with respect
to the origin� this relation together with ���� implies that �am� bm�
is always outside the set ��� Consequently� we have �� � �m for all
m � � and the method is �����stable� In Fig� � �right picture� we can
see �� together with the curve �a����� b������ It approximates very
accurately �a������ b������ for � � � � ��� �dotted curve� and� for
��� � � � �� it separates the regions with � and � roots of �
� lying
outside the unit disk�

Example 
 The �����stability of the �method

R�z� �
� � ��� �z

�� z

for ��� �  � � has been shown by Gug��� in a very technical proof�
We shall outline here a di�erent proof for values of  between ��� and
���� We �rst remark that� multiplying �a�� b�� by a factor y�� � ��
the point can enter the region ��� but if we then add at least �
to the a�component� it is again outside of ��� Therefore� whenever
mx � � the point �am� bm� is outside �� because of ����� The proof
of �� � �m for m � � is easy� For m � � and for values of � for
which mx � �� it is possible to show by elementary computations
that y��� � �� but only for ��� �  � � with � 
 ���� Hence� also
�� � �m for m � ��

� Local stability analysis

We study here the condition �� � �m close to the cusp point �a� b� �
������� which corresponds to z � � and 	 � �� Assume that the
rational function satis�es

R�z� � ez��� Czp�� �Dzp�� � � � ��� ����

where C �� � is the error constant of the approximation� The following
result is a special case of Gug���� We write it here in terms of the
error constants C and D and we give a slightly di�erent proof�

Theorem � �necessary condition for �����stability� We assume
that p � �� If� close to �a� b� � ������� we have �� � �m for all
m � �� then it holds

����kC � � if p � �k is even�

����kC � � and ����k��D � ����kC�� if p � �k � � is odd�
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Proof Close to z � � we can parametrize 
S as a function of y�

x�y� �

�
����k��Dy�k�� � � � � if p � �k
����kCy�k � � � � if p � �k � ��

Taking the logarithm in ���� we obtain for ��y�� de�ned by ���� that

��y� � y �

�
����k��Cy�k�� � � � � if p � �k
����k��Dy�k�� � � � � if p � �k � ��

����

Inserting x�y� and ��y� into ���� and looking at the �rst terms in
the Taylor expansion� the condition �am� bm� �� �� �see ���� becomes
equivalent to

m���y�� y� � ��� am�y��x�y��y for y � �

with am�y� � � �m�y��� � � � �� The above asymptotic relations for
x�y� and ��y� then yield the statement� ut

For the Pad�e�approximations to the exponential functionRs�j�s�z�
of ��� we have p � �s� j and

C � ����s s� �s� j��

��s� j�� ��s � j � ���
� D � C

j��s� j � ��

��s� j���s� j � ��
�

Hence� the necessary condition of Theorem � is satis�ed� if j �
�mod � and j � �mod �� but it is not satis�ed for j � �mod � and
j � �mod �� The Gauss and Radau methods satisfy this condition�
while the Lobatto IIIC methods do not Gug����

� Symmetric stability functions

For A�stable� symmetric stability functions �i�e�� R��z�R�z� � ���
such as the diagonal Pad�e�approximations� the stability region is ex�
actly the negative half�plane and the border 
S can conveniently be
parametrized by y� Since x � � for values on 
S� Eq� ���� tells us that
the condition ��y� � y for y � � is su	cient for having �� � �m for
all m � �� For values of y such that � � ��y� � � it is also necessary
to have ��y� � y� For the study of this property the use of the order
star

A � fz � C � jR�z�j � jezj g� ����

as introduced in WHN��� �see also HW�
� Sect� IV����� turns out to
be very useful�
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Lemma � Let R�z� be symmetric and assume that the order star A
has the whole imaginary axis as boundary with A lying to the left�
Then� the function ��y� de�ned by R�iy� � ei��y� and ���� � �
satis�es

��y� � y for y � �� ����

Proof We consider the function S�x � iy� �� R�x � iy�e��x�iy� �
r�x� y�e�xei���x�y��y� with r�x� y� and ��x� y� as given in the proof of
Lemma �� Since jS�x � iy�j � � to the left and jS�x � iy�j � � to
the right of the imaginary axis� it follows from the Cauchy�Riemann
di�erential equations that 
��
y � � � � at x � � �strict inequality
with the exception of a �nite number of points�� This proves the
statement� ut

The above proof shows that we not only have ��y� � y� but even
that ��y�� y is monotonically decreasing for y � �� Fig� � �right pic�
ture� shows the order star of the ��stage Pad�e�approximation� There
we included the argument ��y��y �with arrows� along the imaginary
axis� which is nicely seen to be monotonically decreasing�

Theorem � Let us consider an A�stable� symmetric stability func�
tion R�z� � P �z��Q�z� such that P �z� and Q�z� are polynomials of
degree � s� If R�z� � ez�Czp���O�zp��� with p � �s��� and if the
error constant satis�es ����p��C � �� then the corresponding method
is �����stable� In particular� all Gauss methods are �����stable�

Proof Due to the symmetry of the function R�z�� the whole imag�
inary axis lies on the boundary of the order star A� The condition
����p��C � �� which is necessary by Theorem �� means that close
to the origin the order star touches the imaginary axis from the left
side� There� exactly p���� sectors of A lie in the negative half�plane
�see Fig� ��� Because of A�stability they have to join in�nity� The sur�
rounded sectors of C nA give thus rise to at least p�� � s� � zeros of
R�z�� If at some part of the imaginary axis the set C nA could touch
it from the left� this would imply the existence of two additional zeros
of R�z� �one in the upper half�plane and one in the lower half�plane��
This contradicts the fact that P �z� is a polynomial of degree s�

An application of Lemma � shows that ��y� � y for all y �
� and the representation ���� of the root locus curve implies that
�am���� bm���� lies outside �� for all �� because x��� � � for sym�
metric methods� ut

Let us denote the branches of the root locus curve ���� by

�� � f�am���� bm���� � m� � ���� ���� ��� g
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with � a positive integer� The curve �� starts at the cusp point ������
and approximates 
��� For � even the curve �� lies in the sector
jaj � b above the real axis� and for � odd it lies in jaj � �b below
the real axis� With the exception of ��� the curve �� starts at � and
ends in ��

Theorem � Under the assumptions of Theorem 	� �m is the set
which is bounded to the right by the straight line a � b � � �a � ��
and by the curve ���

Proof We �rst prove that the curves �� are all well separated� For
this we look at the ray from the origin parametrized by a � � cot�
and b � ��� sin�� where � � � and � is �xed� For � � ��� �� the
ray lies in the sector jaj � �b and it intersects the curve �� �for �
odd� at � � my��� with m� � �������� �see Eq� ������ Since y���
is monotonically increasing �Lemma ��� di�erent values of � cannot
give the same �� Moreover� we see that the curves ��� ��� ��� � � � are
ordered in a natural way� The same is true for the curves ��� �	� �
� � � �
in the upper sector�

In order to complete the proof of the theorem we shall show that
if we cross a curve �� outwards� the number of roots 	 of �
� satisfying
j	j � � increases by �� By continuity arguments it is su	cient to prove
this on the vertical b�axis� Di�erentiating the characteristic equation
�
� gives for a � �

�	 � R��z��z� m�z � 	�m�b�mb 	�m���	�

Using 	�m � mz�b and 	 � R�z�� this yields

�b

b
�
��
z
�m

R��z�

R�z�

�
�z�

If b crosses the curve ��� we have to consider the point z � iy
on the imaginary axis for which j	j � jR�iy�j � �� Di�erentiating
R�iy� � ei��y� gives R��iy�i � i���y�R�iy�� and we see by Lemma �
that R��iy��R�iy� � ���y� is a real positive number� This implies that
�for z � iy� ��z � � whenever �b�b � �� Consequently� the root z
�and also its complex conjugate� crosses the imaginary axis from left
to right� Since the method is A�stable� this implies that j	j leaves the
unit circle� ut

For methods with jR���j � � the statement of Theorem � is not
true� There� the stability region �m usually consists of two compo�
nents� and only one of it approximates �� �see for example Gug�����
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	 Radau methods

Having seen that all diagonal Pad�e�approximations �Gauss meth�
ods� are �����stable� we consider next the �rst subdiagonal Pad�e�
approximations �Radau methods� see HW�
� Sect� IV����� Since we
have y � � for � � s�� the condition ���� of Lemma � is no longer
satis�ed on the whole boundary of the stability region and the sta�
bility analysis becomes more complicated� Our proof is based on the
following su	ciency condition�

Lemma � Suppose that the stability domain S � fz � jR�z�j � �g is
connected and that the method is A�stable� Further let z�t� � x�t� �
iy�t� be a parametrization of 
S as in Lemma �� and let the smooth
function ��t� be de�ned by ��� with ���� � �� If for all t with y�t� � �
at least one of the following three conditions

��t� � y�t�� mx�t� � �� sin�m��t�� � � ��
�

is satis�ed� then it holds �� � �m�

Proof The proof is based on the representations ���� and ���� of the
root locus curve� If sin�m�� � �� the point �am���� bm���� lies in the
upper sector jaj � b and it is therefore outside ��� If mx � �� the
argumentation of Example � shows that �am���� bm���� cannot be in
��� Finally� the representation ���� implies that for y � � and x � �
�A�stability� the pair �am���� bm���� is outside ��� ut

Instead of verifying the condition ��t� � y�t� of ��
�� we �nd it
more convenient to check

���t� � y��t� on ��� T �� ����

Because of ���� � y��� � �� this of course implies ��t� � y�t� for t �
��� T �� By di�erentiation of ��� we get R��z�t��z��t� � iR�z�t�����t�
and the condition ���� becomes equivalent to

�
� R�z�
R��z�

�
� � ����

for z � z�t�� Since R�z��R��z� � ��C�p���zp�O�zp���� the set of
all z satisfying ���� is an �order star� with p equally spaced sectors
at the origin�

This order star �grey�shaded regions� is plotted in Fig� � for the
subdiagonal Pad�e�approximations R���z� and R���z�� It follows from
���� that� close to the origin� the boundary 
S of the stability region
is inside this order star� and therefore the condition ���� is ful�lled� In
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Fig� �� �Order stars� ��R�z��R��z�� � 
 for subdiagonal Pad�e�approximations
together with the stability domains and the arguments of R�z� �as arrows�

the case of R���z� one can �nd explicit formulas for the boundary of
the order star as well as for the boundary of 
S� By standard algebraic
manipulations one can see that the only intersection points of these
curves are the origin and �	ip��� It turns out that R��	ip��� � ���
so that the argument of R is � � 	� �horizontal arrow in Fig� �� left
picture�� Hence� for � � � � � the condition � � y is satis�ed� For
� � � � �� it holds sin�m�� � � for m � � and mx � � for m � ��
This completes the proof of the �����stability of the ��stage Radau
method�

The right picture of Fig� � shows a similar behaviour for the ��
stage method� In this case the unique intersection points other than
the origin are �	 i

p
��� They are attained with � � 	��� Again the

method is �����stable� For larger values of s we computed numerically
the �rst intersection point of 
S with the boundary of the order star
����� They are given in Table �� From there we see that the Radau
methods are �����stable as far as we have computed these values�

s x y �

 

p


 �

� �
p
�
 �

� ����� 

����� ���
�
� ������ 
����� 
���	�
� 
���	 ���	� 
������
� 
�����	 ������ 
�����

Table �� Points on �S satisfying �
�
R�z��R��z�

�
� 
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Fig� �� Numerical solutions of the �stage Radau IIA and the �stage Gauss
methods for m �  applied to �
� with a � �
 � �i and b � ���


 Comments on the complex case

We remark that the results of this paper do not carry over to the
situation where the coe	cients a and b in the test equation ��� are
complex�valued� This has already been observed in Gug���� where it
is shown that the implicit midpoint rule is not � �stable �� �stability is
an obvious extension of �����stability to the complex case��

In the numerical experiments of Fig� � we apply the ��stage Radau
method and the ��stage Gauss method to the equation ��� with
a � �� � ��i and b � ������ With these values the true solution
is asymptotically stable� We use g�t� � � and the stepsize h � ���
�i�e�� m � ��� In the pictures of Fig� � we omitted the �rst �ve steps in
order to emphasize the asymptotic phase� The Gauss method clearly
shows an instability which implies that it cannot be � �stable� On
the contrary� the ��stage Radau method as well as the implicit Euler
method seem to preserve the correct asymptotic behaviour�
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